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Analyzing data that comprises 48 correlated measurements on cells presents major
issues for classical gating analysis systems. The number of two-dimensional
measurement plots necessary to investigate all correlations is as high as 2,256 – a
number that may require investigators to consider different analysis paradigms to
extract useful information from the sample.
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This study uses the technique of probability state modeling (PSM) to automatically
model and extract information from PBMC samples. The major cell types defined in
the model are 1) CD8 T cells, 2) CD4 T cells, 3) Gamma-Delta T cells, 4) B cells, 5)
Monocytes, 6) NK cells, 7) Dendritic cells, 8) Basophils, 9) Granulocytes, and 10)
Plasmablasts (PB). Within many of these cell types, populations are sub-classified into
stages or categories and within each of these categories additional populations are
defined with the TriCOM combinatory analysis system such as TH1, TH2, TH17, NKT,
TReg, and others. Other published approaches such as SPADE and t-SNE were
evaluated for reproducibility and suitability for integration into GemStone.

After the modeling process has concluded, expression profile overlays such as shown in Figure 2 can represent how
selected markers modulate with stage. Since this study’s four samples are from a single donor, the consistent nature
of the overlays demonstrates the reproducibility of probability state high-dimensional modeling. Although these
overlays represent marker correlations in a very compact form, there was need for a single graphical representation of
all cell type, stage, and combinatory subpopulations’ relative frequencies. The force-directed graphs shown in Figure 3
are used for this summary data. The graphs self-organize due to attraction and repulsion forces of the nodes and
present a very clear picture of the relative proportions of all the populations in one or more samples.
One of the objectives of this study was to evaluate the consistency and specificity of other algorithms such as SPADE
(15) and t-SNE (18-20). Not shown in this study were the negative results from the Wanderlust algorithm (23) where it
could not find the correct progression for any of the data shown in Figure 4. Although SPADE and t-SNE were both
stochastic in nature (see Figures 4 and 5), t-SNE was found to be a better choice to integrate into GemStone because it
did not have as many setup options and it also appeared to better separate the cellular populations defined in highdimensional space.

The advantages of modeling systems like PSM are 1) scalability, 2) accuracy, 3)
reproducibility, and 4) automation. A new force-directed graphics system summarizes
much of the information in the model and thereby provides an informative and
reproducible method for evaluating the results.

Introduction
To date, performing modeling on high-dimensional data sets with Probability State
Modeling (PSM, GemStone) (1-5) has been mainly employed to identify specific
populations such as PNH clones (6), stem cells (7), fetomaternal red cells (8), CD64
positive cells (9), T cells (10), and bone marrow B cells (11). With the advent of mass
cytometry (12,13) and the greatly improved signal-to-noise characteristics of the Helios
instrument (14), it is possible to model all the major populations present in peripheral
blood mononuclear cell preparations (PBMC).

Objective 3. The final objective for this study is to explore the possible integration of
the t-SNE method within the context of GemStone modeling. High-dimensional
modeling has the advantage of automatically identifying all normal n-dimensional
cellular populations and t-SNE plots have the advantage of visualizing n-dimensional
neighboring structures for both normal and abnormal populations in low-dimensional
space (22). The integration of these two methods may allow investigators to better
understand the true nature of the high-dimensional relationships embedded in the
data.

The capability of observing the high-dimensional relationships of many of the subpopulations is helpful for developing
models that are more consistent with the data. For example, the small isthmus of NK cells leading into the CD57- part
of the NK distribution has the phenotype CD16- CD56 bright (see NK inset in Figure 6). As soon as they intersect the
CD57- CD8- pole of the NK distribution, they appear to bifurcate into CD8- and CD8 dim populations. Both of these
populations then appear to up-regulate CD57. The ability to easily integrate the modeling and t-SNE results allows the
modeler to better represent observed patterns into concrete models. These models can then be shared with other
scientists and their veracity subjected to closer scrutiny.

Figure 2. Progression Plots: Progression overlays from each sample for cell types T CD8+, T CD4+, T CD8-CD4-, B CD19+, Monos CD33+, and NKs are
shown in the above figure. Details of the model design are shown in Figure 1. The x-axis represents the relative progression for each of the cell
types. The modulations of a number of selected measurements are shown in each plot where the y-axis is the relative intensity of the
measurements. Note the reproducibility of the high-dimensional modeling for the four samples from a single donor.
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Figure 3. Model Summary Maps
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Objective 1. One of the main objectives of this study is to develop and present a
GemStone model that automatically identifies all the major cellular populations in a set
of PBMC samples from a Helios mass cytometer with 48 correlated measurements and
when appropriate, stage them. A new force-directed graph will be presented that
summarizes all the modeled populations and their respective percentiles.
Objective 2. Another objective of this study is to evaluate some other algorithms such
as SPADE (15-17) and t-SNE (17-20). These methods can map n-dimensional data to
two-dimensional display surfaces and can be evaluated by creating realistic simulated
data where truth is known and then critically examining the analysis results. SPADE,
spanning-tree progression analysis of density-normalized events, uses a densitydependent k-means clustering algorithm to down-sample data into nodes and then a
spanning-tree graphical algorithm to connect related cluster nodes (15). The nodes can
then be edited by the user via rotation, translocation, and normalization tools to
improve their visual appearance and make them appear as clusters of grapes
representing cellular ontogeny (21). Another common approach to visualizing ndimensional data is to use the parametric t-SNE algorithm originally proposed by van
der Maaten in 2009 (18), with improved performance using the Barnes-Hut algorithm
(19), and ported by Amir to a MatLab-based system modified to accept cytometry FCS
files (20).

Multi-cell type models such as the one presented here (see Figure 1) have a number of repetitive design
characteristics. Each cell type begins with a set of constant expression profiles that select for the general cell type of
interest. Since mass cytometers don’t currently have correlated light-scatter measurements, lineage-negative markers
are normally used to clean up lineage positive markers. For six of the ten cell types, a set of staging markers were used
to further separate the events into stages. Once the events are selected into cell types and stages, it is very easy to
inspect the other markers for other populations that may be present using a combinatory analysis routine called
TriCOM. These marker combinations can then be selected and labelled and represented in subsequently graphs or
database results.

Sample 3
Sample 4

Each synthesized file was added to SPADE 3.0 and separately analyzed (see Panel C Plots). All setup parameters were in their default condition
except fluorescence parameter transformations were given a hyperbolic sine cofactor of 1000. Only CCR7, CD28, and CD45RA were chosen for
SPADE clustering in order to reduce the execution time. The orientation of the node positions were defined by the algorithm only. The general
gestalt of the nodes was found to be dramatically different for each replicate. Most of the SPADE nodes were clustered properly except for a few
(see blue arrows), which tended to be at the tips of the tree structures. In two of the three replicates, the Naïve-staged nodes were appropriately
adjacent to the CM-staged nodes; however, in Rep 2, the Naïve-staged nodes were largely adjacent to the EF-staged nodes.

Figure 1. GemStone Model Design: The selection and staging of the T cells, B cells, and Monocytes are as shown in Panel A. To the right of each
measurement label is a figure showing the general shape of the expression profile. Black double arrows show linked expression profiles. Staging
for the T cells was done as published (10) with a step-down for CCR7 and for CD28 and three levels for CD45RA (high-low-high). Staging for the B
cells was done with a step-up for CD27, step-down for CD38, and three-level for CD24 (high-low-high). Staging for the Monocytes was done with a
three-level expression profile for CD16.

Each synthesized file was then added to the Cyt MatLab system. Only CCR7, CD28, and CD45RA were used to calculated the t-SNE (labelled as bhSNE) parameters. Each of the three replicates appear in Panel D Plots where the four CD8 T cell stages are represented as Naïve (blue), CM (red),
EM (green), and EF (dark indigo). The replicate patterns were also found to be stochastic in nature.

A number of subpopulations were identified for CD8+ and CD4+ T cells using multiple TriCOMs. The combinatory populations for the CD8+ cell
type included NKT (CD161+CCR6+CD56+) and a currently unidentified subpopulation with the phenotype, CXCR5+PD1+. The populations for CD4+
cell type included TH1 (CXCR3+CCR6-), TH2 (CXCR3-CCR6-), TH17 (CXCR3-CCR6+), TH1,17 (CXCR3+CCR6+), TReg (CD25+ CD127-), and TFH (CXCR3+CCR6CXCR5+).
The selections and staging's for Natural Killer cells (NKs), Dendritic cells (DCs), Basophils (Basos), contaminating Granulocytes (Grans), and Plasma
Blasts (PBs) are as shown in Panel B. NK selection was CD14- CD33- CD3- CD19- CD123- and CD56 dim/+. Staging for the NK cells was done with a
step-up for CD16 and CD57. CD8 was considered a branched step-up.
Two subpopulations were identified for the Dendritic cells using TriCOM: pDC (CD123+CD11c-) and mDC (CD123-CD11c+).

Figure 5. GemStone-Integrated t-SNE Plots
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Figure 4. GemStone, SPADE, t-SNE Reproducibility: In order to assess and compare the reproducibility and specificity for GemStone, SPADE 3.0
and t-SNE; three replicate samples from a CD8 T cell study (10) were modeled by PSM as described in the manuscript. Each fitted model (see
Panel A Plots) was then used to synthesize 30,000 CD8 T-cell events that only involved the measurements: CD3, SSC-A, CD4, CD8, CCR7 (CD197),
CD28, and CD45RA. Since these data sets were synthesized, each event’s stage was known and represented in the file as an added classification
type of measurement with values ranging from 0 (Naïve, dark blue), 1 (CM, aqua), 2 (EM, red/orange), to 3 (EF, brown). Panel B shows CCR7 vs.
CD45RA and CD28 vs. CD45RA color-coded dot-plots with the appropriate progression vector arrows.

The relatively large gaps between the populations shown in Figures 5 and 6 are mainly due to performing a t-SNE
analysis on a single sample. If a study stochastically samples a series of files and then performs a t-SNE analysis, there
will be an inevitable “blurring” effect on the cellular populations due to additional donor-to-donor intensity
variabilities. The increased resolution of analyzing one sample should make it possible to better find aberrant or
currently unidentified and unmodeled populations.

Summary
1. A single probability state model was constructed that automatically analyzed all the highdimensional Helios files in this study.
2. A self-organizing force-directed graph was presented that provided clear summary graphs of
the relative proportions of all the modeled cell types in the sample.
3. Both SPADE and t-SNE have stochastic characteristics when applied to replicate samples
whereas probability state modeling results are very reproducible.
4. The integration of GemStone and t-SNE allows the automatic labelling of all the modelled
populations in t-SNE plots.

Figure 3. Model Force-Directed Summary Maps: These maps summarize the percentages for all the populations modeled from each of the four
samples. The areas of the nodes are proportional to the number of events in the cell type, stage, or selected populations within the stages. Colors
for the nodes are determined from the corresponding model cell type, stage, and triCOM combination colors. Parent-child nodes have a springlike force where if the nodes are too close, they repel, and if they are too far, they attract. All other nodes have an inverse distance repelling
force. These graphs have a self-assembly characteristic which results in a visually pleasing distribution of all the important populations defined in
the model and allow a quick inspection of many of the modeling results.

Figure 6. Automated Labelling of the Integrated t-SNE Plot
Sample 1

5. The labelled subpopulations provide important landmarks in the t-SNE plots which aids in
both subsequent model design and detection of aberrant or currently unknown populations.
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